Car Insurance
that gives you

extra coverage

Kah Motor Scheme

With Aviva Car Insurance, youÕre guaranteed a comprehensive deal on car insurance.
We understand that everyone is different so you can adapt your car insurance coverage based on your specific needs.

Save m
or
with e
Aviva!

This means you only pay for what you want Ð nothing

more, nothing less.

Aviva s!
ve
exclusi

Unlimited cover for damage to original car accessories1
Up to $1,000 coverage for loss of personal belongings
(either from theft, fire or accident)
Up to $250 coverage for child car seat

No Claims Discount
10% NCD reduction for each Òat faultÓ claim Ð
only available with Aviva!

Exclusively with Kah Motor

New car replacement if stolen or total loss in accident
(within 12 months of registration)

Only with Kah Motor, you will get these riders for FREE:
Replacement locks and keys
Loss of use cover-up to 10 days per policy period
No Claims Discount (NCD) protector*
Waiver of standard excess for the 1st claim*
Optional rider Ð Young and/or Inexperienced Driver Excess Waiver
*For 30% NCD and above, with effect from 16 Aug 2018.
The information provided here is a summary.
Please refer to the actual policy wordings for the terms and conditions.
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Unlimited coverage for Windscreen/Windows/Sun or
Moon Roof if it is:
> Lost or damaged, or
> The bodywork of your car suffers scratching arising
solely from the breakage of glass on your car
Roadside Rescue services:
> Free labour for tyre change, battery jumpstart etc.
(service only)2
Recover from a Malaysian insurer on behalf if you are
not at fault

1 If parts/accessories are not originally fitted, a limit of $500 is applied.
2 Service only restricted within Singapore.

Quality assurance with Kah Motor
¥ One-stop accident reporting and repair centre
¥ 100% Genuine Honda Car Parts & Accessories
¥ 12 month warranty for repairs
¥ High quality services at Kah Motor Workshop
Call Kah Motor Service hotline at 6841 3838
for a non-obligatory quotation during office hours.

Kah Motor Workshops Locations
EAST
15 Ubi Road 4 Singapore 408610
Monday to Friday Ð 8am to 5.30pm
Saturday Ð 8am to 5pm
NORTH-WEST
6A Mandai Estate Singapore 729903
Monday to Friday Ð 8am to 5.30pm
Saturday Ð 8am to 12.30pm
CENTRAL-SOUTH
255 Alexandra Road Singapore 159937 (Service Reception)
Monday to Friday Ð 8am to 5.30pm
Saturday Ð 8am to 5pm

Policy OwnersÕ Protection Scheme (PPF)
This policy is protected under the Policy OwnersÕ Protection Scheme which is administered
by Singapore Deposit Insurance Corporation (SDIC). Coverage for your policy is automatic
and no further action is required from you. For more information on the types of
beneficiaries that are covered under the scheme as well as the limits of coverage, where
applicable, please contact us or visit the GIA or SDIC web-sites (www.gia.org.sg or
www.sdic.org.sg).
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